FLIRTATIOUS 3,2:01
(In foal to Powerful Emotion 3,1:54.2; last bred 4/30)
BROWN MARE; Foaled 1998; Assigned Brand TC058

By MR LAVEC 2,1:58.1; 3,1:54.3 ($947,321) by Speedy Somolli 3,1:55. Sire of 235 in 2:00; 20 in 1:55. Sire of the dams of 130 in 2:00; 18 in 1:55 including PROTEGE SEELSTER 4,1:53.1, COLD WINNER 1:54.1f, etc.

1st Dam
FLIRT ALERT 3,1:58.2 ($34,703) by Valley Victory 3,1:55.3. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner NJSS Final at Garden State and NJSS at Cowtown and Willowbrook; second in NJSS at Freehold and 2 NJSS; third in Smith Trot elim. and Reynolds Memorial; race timed 1:59.4h. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners. Dam of:
SMOOTH MOVES 3,1:56 (h, Angus Hall) ($255,207; $355,561 Int.). 4 wins. At 3, winner $124,875 Canadian Breeders Championship, $10,500 OSS Gold Final and 2 OSS Gold elim.; second in $252,000 OSS Super Final; third in $106,600 OSS Gold Final at Rideau Carleton, Canadian Breeders Championship elim. and OSS Grassroots at Georgian Downs. At 4, Stakes winner in Europe. CASANOVA LINDY 2,0:2:03.2f; 3,2:00.4f; 1:55f (g, SJ’s Photo) ($277,344). 19 wins. At 2, third in Keystone Classic at The Meadows; fourth in $92,650 Bluegrass S., race timed 1:59. At 3, second in Currier & Ives Trot, PASS at Pocono Downs and Frank Rubinielli Trot at Freehold; third in Arden Downs S.; race timed 1:57.2f.

TUCK IN 3,2:01.2; 1:55.1-Sweden (h, Sierra Kosmos) ($187,128). 13 wins. At 2, race timed 2:00. At 3, 9 (3-2-2) and winner of Treasures and in Charlotelund, Copenhagen. At 4, winner Forus and Elite. MARILYN MANROE 2,0:2:02.3; 4,0:1:59.4f (g, Malabar Man). CHIP TEASE 2,1:56.3 (m, Pine Chip) ($56,617). 2 wins at 2. At 2, third in Robert Stewart Memorial elim.; third in $110,375 International Stallion S. and $100,000 Kentucky Standardbred S. Dam of:
SMOOTH MOVES (h, Angus Hall) ($255,207; $355,561 Int.). 4 wins. At 3, winner $124,875 Canadian Breeders Championship, $10,500 OSS Gold Final and 2 OSS Gold elim.; second in $252,000 OSS Super Final; third in $106,600 OSS Gold Final at Rideau Carleton, Canadian Breeders Championship elim. and OSS Grassroots at Georgian Downs. At 4, Stakes winner in Europe. CASANOVA LINDY 2,0:2:03.2f; 3,2:00.4f; 1:55f (g, SJ’s Photo) ($277,344). 19 wins. At 2, third in Keystone Classic at The Meadows; fourth in $92,650 Bluegrass S., race timed 1:59. At 3, second in Currier & Ives Trot, PASS at Pocono Downs and Frank Rubinielli Trot at Freehold; third in Arden Downs S.; race timed 1:57.2f.

TUCK IN 3,2:01.2; 1:55.1-Sweden (h, Sierra Kosmos) ($187,128). 13 wins. At 2, race timed 2:00. At 3, 9 (3-2-2) and winner of Treasures and in Charlotelund, Copenhagen. At 4, winner Forus and Elite. MARILYN MANROE 2,0:2:02.3; 4,0:1:59.4f (g, Malabar Man). CHIP TEASE 2,1:56.3 (m, Pine Chip) ($56,617). 2 wins at 2. At 2, third in Robert Stewart Memorial elim.; third in $110,375 International Stallion S. and $100,000 Kentucky Standardbred S. Dam of:
SMOOTH MOVES (h, Angus Hall) ($255,207; $355,561 Int.). 4 wins. At 3, winner $124,875 Canadian Breeders Championship, $10,500 OSS Gold Final and 2 OSS Gold elim.; second in $252,000 OSS Super Final; third in $106,600 OSS Gold Final at Rideau Carleton, Canadian Breeders Championship elim. and OSS Grassroots at Georgian Downs. At 4, Stakes winner in Europe. CASANOVA LINDY 2,0:2:03.2f; 3,2:00.4f; 1:55f (g, SJ’s Photo) ($277,344). 19 wins. At 2, third in Keystone Classic at The Meadows; fourth in $92,650 Bluegrass S., race timed 1:59. At 3, second in Currier & Ives Trot, PASS at Pocono Downs and Frank Rubinielli Trot at Freehold; third in Arden Downs S.; race timed 1:57.2f.

2nd Dam
TRIANGLE PARK 2,1:59.3; 3,1:56.4 ($164,504) by Mystic Park 3,1:57.9. 9 wins. At 2, winner NJSS Final, Arden Downs and NJSS; third in NJSS. At 3, winner of Fifty Kentucky Futurity and 2 NJSS. Half-sister to LIFELONG VICTORY 1:54.2f ($350,587), FLIRT MISS 3,1:55 ($486,950), MAGNETIC POWER 1:53.1-Norway ($448,800), PICK ME UP 2,1:57.1 ($380,050), POETIC IMAGE 1:56.4f-Europe ($218,052), MR FLIRT 1:57.3-Europe ($135,744), etc. and granddam of SOME- BODY TO LOVE 3,1:56f ($618,686), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 6 winners, including:
TITAN PARK 2,2:00.4; 3,1:55.3; 1:54.4f (g, Credit Winner) ($246,922). 41 wins. Stakes winner. BIG Z RAIDER 2,2:03.2h; 4,2:00.4h (g, Big Z Crown) ($47,783). 12 wins. At 2, winner NY-Bred LC.
TOWN PARK 4,2:00 (g, Mr. Vic) ($18,250). 6 wins. At 3, second in KYFS; third in KYFS; race timed 1:58.2.

VICTORY PARK 3,1:58f (h, Valley Victory) ($12,044). At 2, third in Arden Downs S.; race timed 1:58.2.

GRANT PARK 3,1:58f (h, Muscles Yankee). At 3, race timed 1:56.1. Personal Treasure (m, Mr Vic). Dam of WINFINITY 4,1:56.4f. Granddam of MUSCLE SOURCE 3,1:57.11-12.

Production Record
Dam of 3 of racing age.

Statement
In foal to POWERFUL EMOTION 3,1:54.2; last bred April 30; fee paid.